ADJUSTABLE PUSHRod Kit
for Power Boosters and Manual Master Cylinders

Includes adapters for 10 common pushrod configurations:

UNIVERSAL CONFIGURED FOR EASY ADJUSTMENT OF YOUR BRAKE PEDAL STROKE

Quality part ... MADE IN USA

SSBC PERFORMANCE BRAKE SYSTEMS

ACCOMODATES 10 DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS

7-3/8" Manual adjustable (use with factory clevis)
5-3/4" Manual adjustable (eyelet style)
6-1/2" Manual adjustable (clevis style)
8-1/4" Power Brake adjustable (ball crank style)
10" Manual adjustable (eyelet style)
10" Manual adjustable (clevis style)
5-3/4" Power brake adjustable (eyelet style)
6-1/2" Power brake adjustable (clevis style)
6-1/2" Manual adjustable (clevis style)
5-5/8" Manual adjustable (eyelet style)

All measurements are maximum length of pushrod with proper thread engagement.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR
SSBC PART # A1726

You can use any of the configurations listed or create your own. Once you have chosen the correct configuration to suite your needs, there are a few important guidelines to follow:

1) Test fit and determine what maximum length will be needed for your application.

2) The threaded rod included in the kit is 4" long and can be cut to the desired length.

3) Make certain when setting maximum length that the pushrod will not be engaging the piston in the master cylinder. This will cause the brakes to drag and eventually lock up.

4) When threading any of the combinations together, you must maintain at least 3/8" of thread engagement.

5) You must use one (1) 3/8" jam nut where ever there is a thread going into a coupler or clevis. This will lock the part together and keep it from coming out of adjustment.

*****IMPORTANT PLEASE READ*****

Before you drive your car, sit in the driver seat and move your foot from the gas pedal to the brake pedal to ensure proper height. If you notice you are lifting your foot to depress the brake pedal, you must shorten your pushrod. When the brake pedal is too high, your foot can get caught underneath the pedal when you are trying to stop.

SSBC TECH LINE: 716-759-8666